Louise, Soccer Star?

Louise Page loves soccer more than ...
well, almost anything! So how can it be
that after all her practicing, planning, and
dreaming,
she
isnt
an
instant
star-of-the-season?
Louises
disappointment makes her a little crabby
and a little jealous--and more determined
than ever to get back in the game!Will
Louises
innovative
training-through-yardwork turn the tide?
Or will she find inspiration in her studies of
Olympias gods and goddesses? As she
puts her mind, head, and feet to the task,
Louises game plan turns out to be full of
surprises!Stephen Krensky welcomes new
and returning readers to this funny,
fast-paced
story
of
sports
and
friendship--the third in his popular series
created especially for children ready for
that next step after easy-readers.
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